Multiples can be useful (at times) to enhance imaging, by providing an approximate image
of an unrecorded primary, but its always primaries that are migrated or imaged
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SUMMARY
Primaries are seismic reflection events with one reflection in
their history, whereas multiples are events that have experienced more than one reflection. Migration was originally, and
remains today, basically and unequivocally about taking a primary event on a recorded seismic trace in time, and to locate
where in space that reflection event was generated by a reflector; that concept assumes the event in time has only one reflection in its history. Since, by definition, only primaries have
experienced one reflector in their history, migration relates to
and only has meaning for primaries. Migration has no meaning for multiples. We will see in this paper that not only did
the original definition of migration only have meaning for primaries, but, in addition, when using the most complete physically interpretable and quantitative imaging condition for wave
equation migration that only primaries contribute to the image
at any reflector, in depth, and both free surface and internal
multiples do not. However, we also show that multiples can
be useful (at times) by providing an approximate image of an
unrecorded primary.

INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we briefly review methods for migrating data
where waves are: (1) one way propagating and (2) two way
propagating. Methods that use wave theory to migrate data
have two ingredients, a wave propagation component and an
imaging condition. There were three landmark imaging conditions introduced by Claerbout (1971); Loewenthal et al. (1985)
and Stolt (1978) and their colleagues in the 1970’s. Those
three imaging conditions are: (1) the exploding reflector model,
for zero offset data, (2) the space and time coincidence of up
and down-going waves, and (3) predicting a coincident source
and receiver experiment at depth and asking for time equals
zero. We will refer to these three imaging conditions as Claerbout imaging I, II, and III, respectively. The third imaging condition predicts an actual seismic experiment at depth, and that
predicted experiment consists of all the events that experiment
would record, if you had a source and receiver at that subsurface location. That experiment would have its own recorded
events, the primaries and multiples for that predicted experiment. All of the recorded primaries and multiples contribute
to the events in the predicted coincident source and receiver
experiment at depth. But only the recorded primaries contribute to the coincident source and receiver experiment at time
equals zero. Hence, only recorded primaries contribute to seis-

mic imaging.

SUMMARY OF WAVE EQUATION MIGRATION FOR
ONE WAY AND TWO WAY PROPAGATING WAVES
For one-way wave propagation, the experiment at depth is
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where D in the integrand is equal to the data on the measurement surface. GDN
0 is the Green’s function for the model of the
finite volume that vanishes along with its normal derivative on
the lower surface and the walls (Weglein et al., 2011a,b).
Liu and Weglein (2014) and Weglein (2015) take the next step
towards our goal and objective. The role of recorded primaries
and multiples in contributing first to the predicted source and
receiver experiment at depth, and then to the (Claerbout Imaging III) coincident source and receiver experiment at time equals
zero provides a definitive response to whether or not multiples
contribute to seismic imaging.
We summarize the conclusion of those references (Liu and Weglein (2014) and Weglein (2015))
1. All recorded events, primaries, internal multiples and
free surface multiples contribute to the predicted coincident source and receiver experiment at depth
2. Only the recorded primaries contribute to the image,
that is once the time equal zero imaging condition is
called on, only recorded primaries contribute to the image at any depth.
3. The location of each reflector is determined, along with
the reflection coefficient for the experiment both from
above and from below each reflector (Figure 1). The
latter is not achievable using Claerbout Imaging II.

Weglein (2015)). A comparison with a Claerbout imaging III
result for the same reflector and the same data, produces an
accurate and consistent reflection coefficient at every point on
the reflector, for a single shot record.

Figure 1: Green’s theorem predicts the wavefield at an arbitrary depth z between the shallower depth a and deeper depth
b. The experiment illustrated here corresponds to a plane wave
normal incident on a layered medium with two reflectors. The
measurement coordinates are zg and zs , the coincident source
and receiver depths. a − ε, a + ε, b − ε, b + ε are the depth of
the predicted source and receiver experiment at depths above
and below the first reflector at z = a and the second reflector at
z = b.
If you remove the multiples in the recorded data, the coincident source and receiver experiment at depth would change,
but once the imaging condition is applied, the image’s location
at the correct depth and its amplitude, the reflection coefficient,
will not be affected. If, in these examples, your data consisted
of only multiples, you will have no image at any depth. These
conclusions are all shown in full detail in the above cited references (Liu and Weglein, 2014; Weglein, 2015).
Hence, for the purposes of imaging and inversion (and employing the most capable and quantitative imaging condition
Claerbout imaging III), primaries are the events that contribute
to imaging and inversion and multiples are not.

For Claerbout III, the sum over receivers predicts the receiver
experiment at depth for a source on the measurement surface,
and then the sum over sources then precisely predicts the experiment with the source at depth, as well. The integrations
over receivers and over sources bring the source and receiver
experiment to depth. There is nothing ad hoc or designed to
fix something amiss (as though the data had random noise, to
be mitigated by stacking). The noise is algorithmic, within
Claerbout imaging II and is present with exact, analytic noise
free data in the first integral over receivers in Claerbout imaging II. That is the reason we state that Claerbout III is on the
firmest physics foundation, with an interpretable, quantitative
and consistent meaning to the image. We adopt Claerbout III
for the analysis of the role of primaries and multiples in imaging (in Liu and Weglein (2014) and Weglein (2015)).
For our immediate purpose of examining how multiples can
be used to provide an approximate image of an unrecorded
primary, we look at Claerbout II with a few examples since the
“migrating of multiples” activity is inspired and motivated by
that algorithm with different up and down going waves chosen
for different uses/objectives/purposes.

IMAGING PRIMARIES WITH CLAERBOUT IMAGING
CONDITION II
1D normal incident analytic example
In this section, we use a 1D normal incident analytic example
to illustrate the idea of imaging a primary with Claerbout imaging condition II. Assume a down-going spike data that starts at
z = εs at t = t0 = 0. The down-going wavefield from the source
iω[ z−εs ]

CLAERBOUT II AND CLAERBOUT III IMAGING RESULTS
In Claerbout imaging II, the time and space coincidence of up
and down waves is formulated as
XX
I(~x) =
D∗ (~x,~xs , ω)U(~x,~xs , ω),
(3)
~xs

ω

where D is the downgoing wave and U is the upgoing wave,
respectively, and ∗ represents the complex conjugate.
The sum over receivers for a given shot record realizes the
Claerbout II imaging concept. The sum over sources is “introduced” in an ad hoc manner to mitigate the inconsistent amplitude and phase of images, that can be clearly seen from imaging results with exact data and imaging a single horizontal reflector (please see the example in Ma and Zou (2015); Zou and

side that is being forward propagated to depth z is D = e c0
whereas the up-going wavefield from the receiver side that
iω[ d−εs + d−z ]

c0
c0
is being back propagated to depth z is U = R1 e
,
where R1 and d are the reflection coefficient and the depth of
the reflector, respectively (see Figure 2).

Applying the Claerbout imaging condition II we have
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We obtain the correct image location at depth d with an amplitude of πc0 R1 .

The methods that seek to use multiples today as “signal” are
really seeking to approximate images due to primaries that
have not been recorded, due to limitations in acquisition. They
are not really using the multiple itself as an event to be followed into the subsurface for imaging purposes. Figure 4 illustrates the idea.

Figure 2: Migrating a primary with Claerbout II to find an
image.

USING A MULTIPLE TO APPROXIMATELY IMAGE
AN UNRECORDED PRIMARY
1D normal incident analytic example
In this section, we apply Claerbout imaging condition II to a

Figure 4: Using multiples for imaging.

In a Recent Advances and the Road Ahead presentation, “Multiples: signal or noise?”, Weglein (2014a) (please see Weglein
(2014b)) showed field data examples, from PGS, where there
was clear added-value demonstrated for the enhanced image
from using multiples.
Figure 3: Use of a multiple to find an approximate image of an
unrecorded primary.

However, there is another issue: in order to predict a free surface or internal multiple, the primary sub-events that constitute
the multiple must be in the data. If a primary is not recorded,
seismic data set that contains a first-order free-surface multithe multiple that contains that unrecorded primary will not be
ple. Similarly, assuming a down-going spike data starts at z =
predicted as a multiple. That issue and basic contradiction
εs at t = t0 = 0 (see Figure 3). A first-order free-surface multiwithin the method is recognized by those who practice this
ple is recorded at zg . The down-going wavefield from a “virmethod, and instead of predicting the multiple, they use all the
tual source” (represented by the dashed red line in Figure 3)
events in the recorded data, primaries and multiples, and while
d−εs
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0
0 , the multiples can be useful for predicting approximate images
that is being forward propagated to depth z is D = −R1 e
of missing primaries, the primaries in the data will cause artiwhereas the up-going wavefield from the receiver side (reprefacts. There are other artifacts that also come along with this
sented by the yellow dashed line in Figure 4) that is being back
2d
d−z
s
iω[ d−ε
method (from the inability to isolate primaries from multiples
c0 + c0 + c0 ]
propagated to depth z is U = −R21 e
, where we
with unrecorded primaries) that have been noted in the literahave assumed the downward reflection coefficient at the freeture (see Figure 5).
surface to be −1 in deriving the up and down wavefield (see
Figure 3). Applying the Claerbout imaging condition II, we
have
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We obtain the correct image location at depth d, with a different amplitude of πc0 R31 , Hence, this use of a multiple can
produce an approximate image of an unrecorded primary.

Values has been demonstrated for using multiples to enhance
imaging (e.g., Berkhout and Verschuur (1994); Guitton (2002);
Shan (2003); Muijs et al. (2007); Whitmore et al. (2010); Lu
et al. (2011); Liu et al. (2011), Valenciano et al. (2014) and
Weglein (2014a)).
Since the procedure is itself ad hoc, depending on an (Claerbout II) imaging condition for primaries which starts off as
somewhat ad hoc (summing over sources), it cannot be easily or naturally improved because there is no starting point or
framework without the artifacts that utilizes multiples for an

ery free surface and internal multiple will then produce a false
image/artifact/event. If you removed the multiples first you
can correctly locate structure from recorded primaries using
a smooth velocity model. The methods that are using multiples to enhance imaging require a velocity model. All velocity
analysis methods require multiples to have been effectively removed. Hence, an effective multiple removal step is a prerequisite for the methods that utilize multiples.
We emphasize that the inability, in practice, to provide an accurate discontinuous velocity model is why multiples need to
be removed before imaging. That reality has been the case, is
the case, and will remain true for the foreseeable future. Multiples need to be removed before velocity analysis and they
need to be removed before imaging. Many things are useful
for creating primaries: money, the seismic boat, the air-guns,
the observer, the cable, computers, etc., but we don’t call all
useful things signal.

Figure 5: Examples of different types of false images generated by the use of multiples to predict the approximate image
of an unrecorded primary. Figure 5a will produce an artifact
due to an image of a multiple and figure 5b will produce an
artifact at z = 0 (the origin) that is beyond false image due to
output mages of multiples.

enhanced image. One response to the artifacts is to collect the
required primaries.

CONCLUSIONS
Hence, primaries are signal and multiples can be useful, at
times, for predicting the image of missing primaries. But it’s
primaries that are signal, that we use for structure and inversion.
Primaries are signal for all methods that seek to locate and
identify targets.
Given an accurate discontinuous velocity and density model,
and data with primaries and multiples, then Liu and Weglein
(2014) and Weglein (2015) demonstrated that only primaries
contributed to the images at every depth. If you predicted the
source and receiver experiment at depth with a smooth velocity, it is possible to correctly locate (but not invert) each
recorded primary event but with a smooth velocity model ev-

One serious problem and real danger is not in the procedure
itself, but the serious misuse of the term “migration” as in referring to multiples being migrated. What’s the problem with
the label? We all know that primaries are migrated, and if multiples are now migrated as well, they must be on equal footing
with primaries, and since they are now rehabilitated as good
seismic citizens, we should no more seek to remove multiples
than we seek to remove primaries. That is part of the danger
of the misuse of the term migration in this process of trying to
have a more complete and approximate set of primaries.
The danger in this mislabeling and overselling in this case is
two-fold, one is a discounting of the actual substantive value
represented by the method, and avoiding disappointment and
an inevitable back-lash, and the second is it can advertently or
inadvertently distract from serious matters of substance (e.g.,
internal multiple elimination for offshore and onshore applications).
All methods that provide a more complete set of primaries are
to be supported and encouraged. Those methods include: (1)
advances, in and more complete, acquisition, (2) interpolation
and extrapolation methods, and (3) using multiples to predict
missing primaries. However, a recorded primary is still the
best and most accurate way to provide a primary, and the primary is the seismic signal. On balance, the value that multiples
can provide to improve imaging can often outweigh issues resulting from artifacts.
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